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KUWAIT: With the 2018 FIFA World Cup fast approaching,
Cadillac Alghanim is giving its customers the chance to win
a once-in-a-lifetime trip to the finals of the tournament in
Russia, offering a five-star experience that matches the lux-
ury standards of a premium brand such as Cadillac.

From the 1st of March, customers will have the opportu-
nity to win either one of three all-inclusive five-star trips to
attend the FIFA World Cup Final in Moscow or one of five
all-inclusive five-star trips to attend one of the semi-final
games, with every purchase of a new Cadillac model. In
addition to the eight grand prizes, customers purchasing a
new Cadillac will also enjoy a variety of other incentives,
dependent on the model. 

Commenting on the campaign, Mohamed El Talkhawi,
General Manager of Cadillac Alghanim, said: “Cadillac is the
epitome of luxury and we are committed to providing our
customers in Kuwait with the best possible experience. By
giving the chance to win a premium trip to the must-see
World Cup, we are offering an unforgettable opportunity to
our customers. Our customers crave exclusive, premium
experiences and it doesn’t get more exclusive and special
than an event that only happens every four years.”  

Running in time with the 70th anniversary of Cadillac

Alghanim, the new offer will  apply on the full 2018
Cadillac product lineup in Kuwait, consisting of the
brand’s SUV, sedan and V-series offerings. This includes
the flagship SUV, the 2018 Escalade, which features a new
10-speed automatic transmission and bold new interior
and exterior color options. The Escalade has long defined
spacious premium driving with its modern design, power-
ful capabilities and sumptuous amenities that keep luxury
firmly in the driver’s seat.

For those looking for a sophisticated crossover, Cadillac’s
answer is the XT5. Powered by a 3.6-liter V6 engine and
advanced all-wheel drive, the XT5 combines spacious luxu-
ry and high-tech convenience features to create an ideal
crossover. A lightweight construction elevates efficiency and
driving performance while the new design and structure
increases interior space without adding bulk. 

Built with one of the industry’s most advanced body
structures, the 2018 CT6 has all the size, prestige and tech-

nology of a large luxury sedan, while offering the driving
dynamics and efficiency of a mid-size sport sedan. The CT6
is equipped with an Active Chassis system and either a 3.0L
Twin Turbo or 3.6L V6 engine. In terms of large premium
sedans, the redesigned spacious and comfortable 2018 XTS
offers confident handling and performance, enjoying techni-
cal, chassis and appearance changes to heighten the appeal
of this elegant sedan. 

Also taking pride of place in the Cadillac Alghanim show-
room, the 2018 CTS displays precise craftsmanship, ingen-
ious technology and assured performance. With the stan-
dard 2.0L Turbo engine, the CTS is designed to make the
most of handling and stability in all driving conditions. The
more compact of the two models, the 2018 ATS is one of the
most connected cars in the segment and the centerpiece of
Cadillac’s expanded and elevated portfolio, boasting exterior
appearance upgrades, technology features and streamlined
trim levels.

Tested at the track and ready for the road, Cadillac’s V-
series models are proof of the brand’s promise of passion
without compromise. The Cadillac CTS-V sedan combines
luxury and power in one machine, powered by a super-
charged 6.2L V-8 engine, that delivers 640 hp (477 kW),
630 lb-ft of torque (855 Nm), mated to a paddle-shift
eight-speed automatic transmission. 

“Our full lineup of Cadillac models caters to individuals
who dare to stand out from the crowd and live their pas-
sions, while taking into account a variety of needs and
lifestyles,” El Talkhawi added.

In addition to the opportunity to win an all-inclusive
break to the FIFA 2018 World Cup in Russia, incentives
for Cadi l lac Alghanim customers purchasing 2018
Cadillac models include an iPhone X with the purchase
of the 2018 XT5 as well as trade-in offers for 2018 ATS,
CTS and Escalade. All models are offered at competitive
starting prices. 
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The battle of Android 
smartphones: Huawei 
Mate 10 Pro vs 
Samsung Galaxy S9+
KUWAIT: Samsung’s long-awaited Galaxy S9 and Galaxy
S9+ have finally been introduced, making their debut at the
annual Mobile World Congress trade show in Barcelona. But,
will Samsung’s latest launch unpack a worthy contender in the
war of the Android smartphones? We look at how the
Samsung Galaxy S9+ compares with one of its main competi-
tors, the Huawei Mate 10 Pro, one of the most innovative and
powerful smartphones available on the market. Heralding a
new decade of smartphone development, the Huawei Mate 10
Pro devices deliver the ultimate intelligent experience and AI-
powered intelligent camera by providing more comprehensive
mobile intelligence.

Innovation or upgrade?
At first glance, there’s no visible difference between the

Galaxy S9 and S9+ and its predecessors, the Galaxy S8 and
S8+. On the surface, the new phone appears to be an S8 or
S8+ with a few modifications, such as shifting the fingerprint
sensor to sit below the camera and away from its previously
flawed location on the side. There’s no change in the S9+’s
screen size or resolution either, with the same 6.2-inch
Amoled display and an 18.5:9 aspect ratio as the S8+. 

Of course, the processor is faster - the bare minimum spec
upgrade expected - but at 2.8GHz versus the S8+’s 2.3 GHz,
it’s the minimum expected jump and not too far from the Mate
10’s 2.4 GHz, either. However, Huawei one major advantage
over the Galaxy S9 - it’s Kirin 970 chipset. The Kirin 970,
Huawei’s new smartphone system-on-a-chip (SoC), combines
an 8-core CPU, a new generation 12-core GPU, and a dedi-
cated Neural Processing Unit (NPU) to power AI computing.
The performance of the Kirin 970 offers users a significantly
faster intelligent experience and the NPU is unparalleled, with
25 times that of a CPU and 50 times the efficiency of a CPU.

Lights, camera, action!
Samsung’s biggest upgrade, the company claims, is its

“camera re-imagined”. It has only now introduced a power-
ful 12 MP dual aperture camera, which means it can move
between an f/1.5 or f/2.4 aperture. Features also include
phase detection autofocus, optical image stabilizer (OIS)
and LED flash. But, here’s where Huawei dominates beyond
the imagination. Not only does its Leica-camera equipped
device have a dual camera, both are fitted with f/1.6 aper-
ture lenses to capture more light for low-light photography
- already a first for dual-camera smartphones. Moreover, the
Mate 10’s second camera comes with a 20MP monochrome
sensor, which makes it possible to up the photos snapped at
12M to 20 MP quality.

However, one element the new Samsung Galaxy S9+ is
missing is true innovation. And that’s where Huawei steps in.
Huawei’s Mate 10 Pro brings to life the first intelligent cam-
era - a true smartphone innovation. It’s not just about hard-
ware, the Mate 10 Pro’s Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered
real-time scene and object recognition with real-time auto
settings enables the camera to automatically adjust and
choose settings to help users capture better photographs in
a range of different environments. It also captures detailed

AI-powered Bokeh Effect for a more natural and detailed
transition between the background and subject and the AI-
powered Digital Zoom of up to six to 10x brings far-off text
into clearer focus.

Would you rather be smart or intelligent?
The Galaxy S8+ and Galaxy S9+ both have the same

3,500 mAh powerful battery capacity, while Huawei’s Kirin
970 processor chip holds a 4,000 mAh battery that can
charge the phone to 58% in just 30 minutes. Again, the Mate
10 Pro isn’t just about the specifications - but rather intelli-
gent management of its resources through its advanced AI-
powered battery management technology to maximize power
efficiency and increase battery life. 

Conclusion: Too little, too late.
As most reviews have highlighted, the Galaxy S9+ does

not capture true innovation, but is an improved and more
powerful version of the Galaxy S8+. It is not a strong con-
tender when compared with Huawei’s Mate 10 Pro, which has
shown true masterful innovation and made the first leap from
the smart era to herald in the AI revolution. The Huawei Mate
10 Pro wins the comparison in our eyes.

Q-Store launches 
‘win a Tesla’ 
promotion
in Kuwait

KUWAIT: Q by Al-Yaqout, Kuwait’s  first mega lifestyle
store has launched a mega consumer promotion, giving a
chance to everyone to win a brand new Tesla electric car
Model S.  This is the first time in Kuwait that any company
has launched a raffle draw promotion for the fully electric
luxury Tesla Car.

For every KD 5 spent at Q-Store, customers get a chance to
enter the draw on a Tesla Model S. In addition to the Q-Store,
the Tesla promotion has been extended to all brands of Al-
Yaqout Group, including all branches of Kahve Dunyas, the
world’s famous Turkish coffee chain, all outlets of BK German
Bakery (Backerei Koln) located inside The Sultan Center and at
Equate Head Quarters, select branches/kiosks of Bayara fresh
premium dried fruits, nuts, and spices all outlets of Q-Express,
the consumer electronics and home appliance stores located
inside The Sultan Center.

Tesla cars have become world famous  for  their luxury and
high performance, combined with several  innovative features. It
is considered to be the safest, most exhilarating all electric
sedan on the road. With unparalleled performance delivered
through Tesla’s unique, all-electric powertrain, Model S acceler-
ates from 0 to 100 km/h in just 2.7 seconds. Under optimum
driving conditions, the car can go up to  600 km on a single
power charge.

The Group CEO Shahid Khan commented, “The Q-Store
provides a high technology, enhanced lifestyle experience to
our customers, which is similar to the high technology, luxury
experience that the Tesla Model S provides.   We are proud to
be the first in Kuwait to offer the Tesla electric car for raffle
promotion to our customers”. He added that customers can
come and see the car on display at the Q-Store located next to
City Centre, Shuwaikh.

It’s worth mentioning that Q-Store offers a vast collection
and latest models of Electronics, Gaming, Toys, Furniture,
Carpets, Home Decor, Gourmet Food and Gifting, all under one
roof, in addition to carpets, tables, flooring, wallpapers, free
interior design service and more.

Additionally, Sedar Curtains, the market leader for curtains
and furnishing  in the Middle East, is available exclusively only
at the Q-Store, the outlet has an amazing range of new curtains,
wallpapers, blinds and accessories from leading international
brands like Versace  Armani, Swarovski, Fujikawa and more,
many of which are introduced for the first time in Kuwait. With
the ‘Win a Tesla’ promotion, Q-Store is becoming a hot destina-
tion for lifestyle shoppers in Kuwait.  

KAICO (Alshaya &
Alsagar) signs a big
deal for Geely with
Al-Refai Car Rental
KUWAIT: KAICO announced the signing of a big deal with
Al-Refai Car Rental Establishment to add Geely SUV to their
fleet of rental vehicles. Mohammed Osman, Geely Sales
Manager commented that this deal is one of the most distinc-
tive and informed decision taken by Al-Refai Establishment in
the field of car rental. Al-Refai is unique compared to other
competitive car rental companies by offering integrated
sports vehicles (SUVs) with full options and benefits that are
not available in most cars offered for rent by competitive car
rental companies.  Those benefits include Geely’s high end
luxury specifications such as: Navigation system, panoramic
roof, leather seats as well as the highest standards of safety,
technology.

Khalil Al-Refai, owner of Al-Refai said: “Geely cars have
witnessed a remarkable improvement since 2014, the date of
signing the first deal with Geely.  We were impressed with the
after sales service as well as the excellent follow-up of
Alshaya and Alsager service teams. 

Our experience encouraged us to renew our fleet of Geely
cars making us the only company to rent the latest Geely

range: The 6-cylinder Emgrand GT, large family sedan with
many features as well as the Emgrand SUV X7 sport vehicle
that offers extraordinary specifications are enviable products
in the rental fleet.

Geely is committed to continue its strong presence &
grow in  Kuwaiti market by providing the best range of car
specifications at reasonable prices and also undertakes to
provide the best after-sales service, maintenance and spare
parts to its valuable customers at all times.
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